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IMPORTANT AUCTION NOTES
PLEASE NOTE that because no items are sold in any of our sales with a warranty that
they are in any way fit for purpose, as is explained in greater detail in several sections
of our terms and conditions, our sales are only considered suitable for trade buyers. In
the act of registering and/or bidding for lots, it will be assumed that you are a trade
buyer and if not, that you fully accept you are only bidding on the basis that you
understand no comebacks and/or refunds are offered under any circumstances, no
matter what the reason.
All of our auctions have an official viewing day and bidders are strongly encouraged
not to bid unless they have viewed in person prior, because in the act of bidding, you
will be assumed to have viewed and inspected to your satisfaction.
A

BUYER'S PREMIUM:
price on all lots.

A Buyer's Premium of 17.5% plus VAT, i.e. 21% in total, is added to the hammer

B

VALUE ADDED TAX: All lots in this auction are subject to VAT with the exception of lots where it states
VAT is zero-rated. Please look at the additional fees tab in the individual lot descriptions within BidSpotter
to establish whether VAT applies to the lot in question. Buyer’s Premium is always subject to VAT.
Should you intend exporting the goods and believe you may be eligible for the lot price to be zero-rated
for VAT purposes, it is crucial that you
• Understand VAT on the Buyer’s Premium can never be zero-rated
• Pay an amount equivalent to the VAT (to be held on your behalf) at the time you make payment
for the goods, to be returned pending provision of suitable paperwork
• Inform us at the time of payment that you intend claiming back the VAT, in order that we know to
hold same on your behalf
• Provide suitable documentation, including proof of export and your own limited company name,
VAT number, etc. within a maximum of 12 weeks of the sale date.
• Please note that in accordance with HMRC’s rules on “indirect exports” which any goods
purchased in a Robson Kay auction would be classified under in the instance of export, we cannot
zero-rate or refund VAT for UK based and/or registered purchasers. For the avoidance of doubt,
if your registration address is within the UK, we cannot refund or zero-rate the VAT under any
circumstances.
• Acknowledge our £50 administrative fee for dealing with same
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REGISTRATION: Along with many other auctioneers, we use ATG’s www.bidspotter.co.uk platform to
host our online auctions. If you have never signed up to a BidSpotter-hosted auction, you will need to
first register an account with BidSpotter online.
When you set up your account, you enter in your email address, contact details and a password. Please
ensure you never give your password to anybody who is not authorised to bid on your account as you
will be held liable for all bidding activity on your account if it is accessed by someone else.
Once you have set up your BidSpotter account, which is activated immediately, you can then add the
details of one or more credit or debit card (not AMEX) which can then be used in a variety of different
ways however, whilst we as auctioneers can see the address you attach to each card, we cannot see the
full card details.
Each time you wish to bid in a specific auction, you will need to “sign-up” to that sale. Each auctioneer
will use a slightly different system for approving bidders and indeed may vary the rules from auction to
auction. In the instance of Robson Kay auctions hosted on BidSpotter, you are required to select a card
which is then checked with the card provider electronically to ensure the address matches up for
identification purposes.

All bids are subject to the notes, terms and conditions within this catalogue
All quantities should be treated as approximate estimates

We manually approve bidders who pass the security check which means outside office hours it can be
several hours after signing up before you are approved – it is our strong recommendation that you sign
up to auctions well in advance, as if you leave it till the last day of bidding and you experience difficulties,
there may well be insufficient time to approve you.
If we are in any doubt as to the identity of a bidder, or if there is a history of non-payment with BidSpotter
auctions, and in particular if you have been blocked by any other auctioneers, we will normally decline a
registration. We will also sometimes send through a Payment Request (which requires a credit or debit
card to be used online) for a refundable deposit before we approve bidders, particularly those based
outside the UK.
Please ensure that you read all the rules before signing up to any particular auction and in particular that
you are able to pay by one of the approved methods and collect on time.
Please remember to ensure on a regular basis that your registration details on BidSpotter are accurate
and up to date. We will not change the details on your invoice under any circumstances e.g. if you register
as an individual and ask for the invoice to be produced in your business name or vice versa. Please also
remember that if you have the incorrect phone number and/or email address on your BidSpotter
registration details, that is not a valid excuse for non-payment within the designated timescale – it is a
bidder’s responsibility to ensure they pay for goods after the sale regardless of whether they receive
contact from the auctioneer or not.
D

PAYMENT: Once the last lot closes, we send out a “Winning Bidder Notification” via the BidSpotter
platform, with details of all the lots you have successfully bid upon, together with VAT where applicable,
Buyer’s Premium, etc. This is replaced by way of a VAT-receipted invoice once we are in receipt of
cleared funds in the full amount.
Balances must be paid in full, in cleared funds by 4 pm on Thursday 6th August 2020.
For the foreseeable future, as a result of Covid-19 related procedures, there will be no physical
cashiering facility at Robson Kay which means payments must be made by one of the following
methods:
•

Bank transfer - please ensure you quote your paddle number as a reference.
Please remember we need to receive the money in cleared funds in our client account within 48 hours
of the sale ending, which means payments by BACS or from overseas bank accounts may not clear
in time. If in any doubt as to your ability to make payment within the timescale, please do not bid.
When sending money from overseas accounts, please also ensure that all banking charges are
covered by the sender.
Client account details:

E

Robson Kay Associates Ltd Client No. 1
a/c no. 03034550
Sort Code 20-01-96
Barclays Bank Plc, Altrincham Branch.
SWIFTBIC: BUKBGB22. IBAN: GB04BUKB20019603034550

•

If you wish to pay by credit or debit card (not AMEX), please use the Payment Request email sent
from BidSpotter which will allow you to use your card to pay online. There are no surcharges for card
payments. We do not take credit or debit card payments over the phone.

•

Cash paid directly into our client account at your local Barclays branch. Please quote your paddle
number as a reference when paying by this method. Please note that in order to satisfy Money
Laundering Regulations, we cannot take cash payments that exceed £9,000.

COLLECTION:

Collections can only be made after all lots purchased have been paid for in full.

No collections can be facilitated on auction day. Collection will take place on Wednesday 5th August
2020 & Thursday 6th August 2020 from 9 am to 4 pm each day.
Goods must be collected by Thursday 6th August 2020 at the very latest – ABSOLUTELY NO
EXCEPTIONS.
All bids are subject to the notes, terms and conditions within this catalogue
All quantities should be treated as approximate estimates

LOTS NOT PAID FOR & COLLECTED BY 4 PM ON THURSDAY 6TH AUGUST 2020 WILL BE
SUBJECT TO A STORAGE CHARGE OF EITHER £5 PER LOT PER DAY OR 5% OF THE HAMMER
PRICE PER LOT PER DAY – WHICHEVER IS THE HIGHER - NO EXCEPTIONS. (FOR FURTHER
DETAILS, SEE CLAUSE 5 OF OUR GENERAL TERMS AND CONDITIONS).
Our collection policies have been adapted to fit in with the latest Public Health England guidelines
in relation to Covid-19.
No appointments are necessary for collection, however when you arrive at our carpark a member
of staff will direct you to a suitable space to park in, following which you should wait in your
vehicle and Robson Kay staff will then bring lots out to the carpark. Once we have finished
bringing your lots out you are free to exit your vehicle and load. We do not load directly onto
vehicles.
The only exceptions are either lots stored in the open (for example vehicles) which by definition
are already in the carpark or those lots where specific reference is made in the lot description to
a load being included, in which instance you will be directed to the relevant loading bay.
We employ a large number of staff on the designated auction collection days to ensure collection
can take place in a safe manner. As a result, it becomes even more inconvenient than normal if
successful bidders do not collect on one of the official collection days. We would urge you not
to bid if you are in any doubt as to your ability to comply.

The purchaser shall comply with any directions with respect to the removal of goods, which may
be given by the Auctioneers' staff.
WE DO NOT IN ANY WAY, SHAPE OR FORM BECOME INVOLVED IN POSTAGE OR PACKAGING
– PLEASE BEAR THIS IN MIND BEFORE BIDDING. This means we do not provide boxes, pack lots,
affix labels, arrange shipping, etc. Please contact the local branch of Mailboxes on 0161 445 0444 who
will provide a quote for packaging and/or shipping small lots should you require assistance.
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SMOKING:

No smoking is permitted anywhere upon the premises.
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TRANSFER:
bidder.
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DESCRIPTIONS:
The lots are sold 'as they lie' with all faults and errors in description, quantity or
measurement (if any). Lots may be new, used, refurbished or not, working or broken, soiled, damaged,
incomplete, etc. Boxed goods may not contain any relevant books, manuals, disks, leads, etc, and/or
might contain different colours/models/or even different products. We recommend that buyers do not bid
unless they have examined lots to their satisfaction prior to doing so - see Clause 9 of our Terms and
Conditions - IF IN DOUBT DO NOT BID.

Lots may not be transferred between buyers, and must be paid for by the successful

Before bidding please bear in mind that all quantities, descriptions, sizes and other information are
approximate estimates only. Items lotted up for sale are not always checked/counted/measured by us,
and additionally typing (and other) errors sometimes occur. Please note that when describing a number
of the lots we have had to rely on counts (or estimates), which we have assumed to be accurate for the
purpose of cataloguing, but which may well be incorrect in some cases. Bidders are recommended to
check lots for accuracy, make their own assessments, and adjust their bids accordingly. Bidders will be
charged for the quantity listed in the catalogue - no allowance will be made for shortages. Lots are sold
"as seen" - what you see is what you buy. If you are in any doubt, please do not bid.
When selling lots involving quantities of a product, it is possible that there is a variation in colour, style or
model between the different items comprising the lot, (which may or may not be pointed out in the
catalogue) and buyers are urged to check prior to bidding.
What you buy is the item to which Robson Kay Associates Ltd has affixed the yellow lotting up label,
regardless of the description in the catalogue. Errors in description may be minor - for example, a fridge
being described as a freezer or vice versa – or they may be more major – for example, a fax machine
being described as a photocopier. Buyers are urged to check lots prior to bidding to satisfy themselves
as to the accuracy of the description and quantity, and if in any doubt whatsoever, are advised not to bid.
I

SHORTAGES:

There will be no allowance made for any shortages.

All bids are subject to the notes, terms and conditions within this catalogue
All quantities should be treated as approximate estimates
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TERMS AND CONDITIONS: Prospective purchasers are advised to read thoroughly and ensure they
understand our Terms and Conditions. Bidders, by the act of bidding, are accepting our Terms &
Conditions of Trading – IF IN DOUBT DO NOT BID.
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BEWARE:
At the fall of the hammer the security of the lot is the purchaser's responsibility. The
Auctioneer will not be responsible if lots are lost, stolen, damaged or destroyed - they are at the sole risk
of the purchaser. In the instance of online auctions, “the fall of the hammer” is effectively deemed as
being the time that the bidding closes.
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Lots CANNOT be split.
for the whole lot.

M

VEHICLES – IMPORTANT NOTE: Where we have paperwork in connection to the vehicles (e.g., log
book, MOT, service history, etc.) copies have been affixed inside the window of each relevant vehicle,
for your inspection. As with all lots in the catalogue, it is imperative that bidders check this information,
to their satisfaction, prior to bidding. Bidders should not rely solely on the information within the catalogue
as an indication to anything whatsoever in relation to the vehicles. If in doubt, do not bid.

Where a lot consists of more than one item, bids will be considered as being

All bids are subject to the notes, terms and conditions within this catalogue
All quantities should be treated as approximate estimates

IMPORTANT
You must not bid unless you can pay and collect within 2 days of the sale ending i.e. by Thursday, 6 th August
2020. We do not package or load.
You will receive a ‘winning bidder notification’ email shortly after the last lot closes, with details of the lots
purchased and total balance. You will also receive a ‘payment request’ email, shortly after the ‘winning
bidder notification’.
You may use the ‘payment request’ email to pay online by credit/debit card.
Alternatively, you may pay cash into our client account at your local Barclays bank, or pay by bank transfer.
No in person payment will be applicable for this sale. No card payments are taken over the phone.
Collection will be run in keeping with all Public Health England Guidelines, which for this sale will mean driving
into our secure yard, then waiting inside your vehicle whilst your goods are brought out to you. You will be
responsible for loading so please ensure that you bring suitable transport and labour. You or your carrier
must be prepared to travel as no exceptions relating to COVID-19 restrictions will be granted for late
collectors.
Our forklift truck will not be available for this sale and either you or your carrier must bring sufficient
equipment and manpower to fully load into your own vehicle/s. Please do not book a carrier and then ask
Robson Kay to label/pack/box your goods. The exception is the Truss, where certain lots include a load with
our forklift from a special designated loading bay - more details within the relevant lot descriptions.
No collections will be possible on the day the auction ends - wait until the morning following the sale before
visiting to avoid a wasted journey.
We would encourage viewing (by appointment) prior to bidding and would remind you there is no comeback
possible for any auction purchases, no matter what the reason. Robson Kay sales are for trade only and offer
no form of consumer protection, guarantee or possibility of refund however major the problem. We do not
test any item before sale. Bids are legally binding. Should you fail to pay within two days, your
bidspotter/ibidder account will be blocked and we reserve the right to immediately resell the goods
elsewhere and charge bidders for any losses. Late collections are subject to storage charges even if the goods
are paid for in time. We reserve the right to sell goods paid for but not collected within two days. Do not bid
unless you are confident you can pay and collect within two days.
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MW66 ZKX Citroen Berlingo 625 Enterprise Blue HDI panel van, 5 speed manual gearbox, 1560cc
diesel engine. Colour: white. First registered: 30.11.16. Total number of keepers: 1. Current owner:
The Finishing Point Ltd - In Liquidation. We have a logbook for this vehicle. The GOV.UK website
indicates this vehicle has an MOT valid until 28.10.20, however we do NOT have a copy of same
available for the buyer. Recorded mileage: 79,780. Specification: remote central locking, alarm,
touchscreen radio with DAB, Bluetooth telephone and steering column controls, ply lined, rear
parking sensors, electric windows and mirrors, air con. This lot is a commercial vehicle subject to a
Buyer’s Premium of 17.5% and then VAT on both the hammer price and the Buyer’s Premium, as with
all other lots in this sale. It is only passenger cars which are exempt from VAT.
MC66 GSZ Citroen Berlingo 625 Enterprise Blue HDI panel van, 5 speed manual gearbox, 1560cc diesel
engine. Colour: white. First registered: 31.01.17. Total number of keepers: 1. Current owner: The
Finishing Point Ltd - In Liquidation. We have a logbook for this vehicle. The GOV.UK website indicates
this vehicle has an MOT valid until 19.12.20, however we do NOT have a copy of same available for
the buyer. Recorded mileage: 112,000. Specification: remote central locking, alarm, touchscreen
radio with DAB, Bluetooth telephone and steering column controls, ply lined, rear parking sensors,
electric windows and mirrors, air con. This lot is a commercial vehicle subject to a Buyer’s Premium
of 17.5% and then VAT on both the hammer price and the Buyer’s Premium, as with all other lots in
this sale. It is only passenger cars which are exempt from VAT.
All bids are subject to the notes, terms and conditions within this catalogue
All quantities should be treated as approximate estimates
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MW07 FUB Toyota HiAce 280 D-4D 95 SWB refrigerated panel van, 5 speed manual gearbox, 2494cc
diesel engine. Colour: silver. First registered: 22.06.07. Total number of keepers: 3. Current owner:
S Huyton & Sons Ltd - pending forthcoming liquidation. We have a logbook for this vehicle. The
GOV.UK website indicates this vehicle has an MOT valid until 26.11.20, however we do NOT have a
copy of same available for the buyer. Recorded mileage: 151,509. Specification: central locking,
electric windows and mirrors, CD radio, tow bar. This lot is a commercial vehicle subject to a Buyer’s
Premium of 17.5% and then VAT on both the hammer price and the Buyer’s Premium, as with all other
lots in this sale. It is only passenger cars which are exempt from VAT.
YC14 XDL Mitsubishi L200 Barbarian LB Double Cab DI/D 4X4 pick-up, 5 speed manual gearbox, 2477cc
diesel engine. Colour: silver. First registered: 01.05.14. Total number of keepers: 1. Current owner:
Lorton Cockapoos Ltd - pending forthcoming liquidation. We have a logbook for this vehicle. The
GOV.UK website indicates this vehicle has an MOT valid until 30.10.20, however we do NOT have a
copy of same available for the buyer. Recorded mileage: 48,121. Specification: alloy wheels, front
fog lights, electric windows and mirrors, climate control, touchscreen Kenwood radio with sat nav,
Bluetooth telephone and steering wheel controls, cruise control, remote central locking, tow bar, auto
wipers, trip computer, leather upholstery. This lot is a commercial vehicle subject to a Buyer’s
Premium of 17.5% and then VAT on both the hammer price and the Buyer’s Premium, as with all other
lots in this sale. It is only passenger cars which are exempt from VAT.
WR07 VYC Mitsubishi L200 Warrior Di-D Double Cab 4x4 pick-up, 5 speed manual gearbox, 2477cc
diesel engine. Colour: black. First registered: 30.04.07. Total number of keepers: 3. Current owner:
ESOC Ltd - pending forthcoming liquidation. We do not have a logbook for this vehicle. The GOV.UK
website indicates this vehicle has an MOT valid until 01.09.20, however we do NOT have a copy of
same available for the buyer. Recorded mileage: 175,409. Specification: alloy wheels, front fog
lights, roof bars, tow bar, electric windows and mirrors, climate control, Bluetooth telephone, leather
upholstery, remote central locking. This lot is a commercial vehicle subject to a Buyer’s Premium of
17.5% and then VAT on both the hammer price and the Buyer’s Premium, as with all other lots in this
sale. It is only passenger cars which are exempt from VAT.
EJ10 EUU Mitsubishi L200 4Life Di-D 4x4 pick-up, 5 speed manual gearbox, 2477cc diesel engine.
Colour: silver. First registered: 10.06.10. Total number of keepers: 4. Current owner: ESOC Ltd pending forthcoming liquidation. We do not have a logbook for this vehicle. The GOV.UK website
indicates this vehicle has an MOT valid until 10.11.20, however we do NOT have a copy of same
available for the buyer. Recorded mileage: 82,001. Specification: tow bar, CD radio, air con, electric
windows, remote central locking. This lot is a commercial vehicle subject to a Buyer’s Premium of
17.5% and then VAT on both the hammer price and the Buyer’s Premium, as with all other lots in this
sale. It is only passenger cars which are exempt from VAT.
T546 POC Iveco Ford 75E15 7.5ton tipper with hi-ab, 6 speed manual gearbox, 5861cc diesel engine.
Colour: white/blue. First registered: 01.04.99. Total number of keepers: 7. Current owner: Stunning
Maintenance Ltd – In Liquidation. We have a logbook for this vehicle. The GOV.UK website indicates
this vehicle has an annual test valid until 30.09.20, however we do NOT have a copy of same available
for the buyer. Recorded mileage: 157,012. Specification: radio/cassette player, Bluetooth multipoint speaker phone, manual tachograph, side and rear dropsides, tow bar. This lot is a commercial
vehicle subject to a Buyer’s Premium of 17.5% and then VAT on both the hammer price and the
Buyer’s Premium, as with all other lots in this sale. It is only passenger cars which are exempt from
VAT.
Cherished Registration HD03 TOW. This registration belongs to Harry Dolman Cars Ltd - In Liquidation
and the successful buyer of this lot will be given the original V778 retention document showing the
registration must be assigned to a vehicle before 27th March 2029, with the assignment fee having
already been paid. Please note that as with most other lots in this auction, a buyer's premium will be
added to the hammer price with VAT then applying to the total

All bids are subject to the notes, terms and conditions within this catalogue
All quantities should be treated as approximate estimates
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Optikinectics Trilite 200 Series Truss in white, comprising the following: 11 off 2TR4000, 2 off
2TR3000, 2 off 2TR2800, 6 off 2TR2000, 12 off 2TR600, 4 off 2TR400, 1 off 2TRJ32, 1 off 2TRJ34DL, 4
off 2TRJ290, 2 off 2TRJ31L, 2 off 2TRJ31R, 6 off 2TRJ2135A, 1 off 2TRJ3135 & 3 off 2TRJ51. This lot
comprises the total contents of the pallet - should the buyer wish, the pallet itself and a single load of
same using our forklift truck is included with this lot
Optikinectics Trilite 200 Series Truss in silver, comprising the following: 8 off 2TR4000, 12 off
2TR3000, 8 off 2TR2000, 8 off 2TR800, 8 off 2TR600, 8 off 2TR400, 2 off 2TRJ34, 2 off 2TRJ34DL, 4 off
2TRJ290, 4 off 2TRJ290AO, 4 off 2TRJ32, 4 off 2TRJ51, 4 off 2TRJ3135 & 4 off 2TRJ290A. This lot
comprises the contents of one pallet and one stillage. Should the buyer wish, the pallet and stillage
plus a single load of each using our forklift truck is included with this lot
Trusslite TL33 TRI trussing in silver, comprising the following: 10 off 2000mm TL33-200, 10 off
1000mm TL33-100, 3 off 800mm TL33-80, 4 off 700mm TL33-70, 2 off 600mm TL33-60, 2 off 500mm
TL33-50, 1 off 400mm TL33-40, 7 off 3 way T TL33-T35, 6 off 3 way T TL33-T36, 4 off 4 way corner
TL33-T42, 20 off base plate TL33-3003, 4 off 400 x 400 base plate TL33-3003-400, 3 off 500 x 500 base
plate TL33-3003-500. All the Truss in this lot is boxed and understood to be new/unused. We
understand that conicals are included with each section. This lot comprises the total contents of a
pallet - the pallet itself and a single load of same using our forklift truck is included with this lot should
the buyer wish
Bolts & nuts for Optikinectics Trilite 200 Series Truss. This crate is understood to contain
approximately 1000 M10 bolts & 1000 M10 nylon nuts, all for use with Trilite 200 Series Truss. It is
difficult to ascertain the accuracy of this count
100 off Trilite 200 Series spigots product code 2TRSP1
100 off Trilite 200 Series spigots product code 2TRSP1
100 off Trilite 200 Series spigots product code 2TRSP1
100 off Trilite 200 Series spigots product code 2TRSP1
100 off Trilite 200 Series spigots product code 2TRSP1
Optikinectics Trilite 200 Series Truss in black, comprising the following: 8 off 2TR4000, 8 off 2TR3000,
8 off 2TR2000, 1 off 2TR1700, 3 off 2TR1600, 4 off 2TR1200, 2 off 2TR1000, 5 off 2TR800, 5 off 2TR600,
2 off 2TRJ31L, 2 off 2TRJ32R, 2 off 2TRJ32, 2 off 2TRJ290, 2 off 2TRJ34, 2 off 2TRJ34DL, 2 off 2TRJ3135,
2 off 2TRJ51 & 2 off 2TRBP. This lot comprises the contents of one pallet and one stillage. The pallet
and stillage are included with this lot and we will load each with our forklift truck should the successful
buyer wish
HP DesignJet 5000 wide format printer, factory model C6090Z, model no. C6090A
Roland RS-640 VersaArt Eco-Solvent inkjet printer
27" Apple iMac all-in-one computer model no. A1312 EMC2390 with 2.8GHz core i5 (i5-760), 4Gb
RAM, 1Tb HDD. NB does not include keyboard or mouse
Apple Macbook Pro model A1278 notebook computer with 2.5GHz core i5 (i5-3210m), 8Gb RAM,
500Gb HDD including power pack charger
Pair of matching red Halfords Professional stackable tool chests including contents. NB this lot
includes one key which operates both sections
Marshalltown finisher's tote bull float kit
Pair of large site fencing panels each approximately 11ft 3" x 6ft 6"
10 off acrow props
Earlex 3 model LMB steam master
Altrad Minimix 150 cement mixer
Evolution Evo System mobile pressure washer
Stihl petrol saw model TS410
4 off wheelbarrows

All bids are subject to the notes, terms and conditions within this catalogue
All quantities should be treated as approximate estimates
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Texa Car & Heavy Goods Vehicle Diagnostics System. This equipment was purchased new for £10,700
plus VAT in July 2018. We are selling for the finance company owner. This lot consists of one case
with an Axone Nemo tablet plus charger/power pack and a second case with the Navigator TXTs with
booklets, disc and cables. Please note that we are insufficiently expert to establish whether or not
this kit is complete
3 heavy-duty racks, used in the cold store, 2 being wide 4-tier racks (1 being 1500mm x 600mm & 1
being 1800mm x 600mm) and 1 being a narrower 4-tier rack measuring approximately 900mm x
600mm. Two of the 3 racks include heavy-duty wheels
37 off blue plastic stacking crates each measuring circa 390mm x 595mm x 160mm
27 off large plastic stacking crates in a variety of colours, each crate measuring 450mm x 760mm x
170mm
29 off red plastic stacking crates, each measuring 460mm x 760mm x 80mm, in 2 styles, one with
holes & one without
Large quantity of assorted plastic crates in 5 stacks. NB some of the crates have markings indicating
they are the property of a variety of third parties - we are only able to sell any such rights as the
butcher's in liquidation we uplifted these crates from have to the crates
Large white wheelie bin measuring circa 690mm x 980mm x 720mm plus white plastic bowl as
pictured therein
GEC Avery model A400 grocer's scales with twin sided column mounted display. Includes cash drawer.
No keys or other ancillaries with this lot
Berkel grocer's/food shop scales
Berkel grocer's/food shop scales
Avery Packscan 2 label printing system
Stainless steel twin tier table, table top measuring approximately 1795mm x 600mm
Stainless steel table, table top measuring approximately 900mm x 600mm
Benchtop heat seal machine
Stainless steel twin tier table, top measuring approximately 1220mm x 610mm
Stainless steel twin tier table, top measuring approximately 1220mm x 610mm
Pair of butcher's netting pipes/stainless steel tubes, one being 150mm diameter & the other being
180mm diameter. This lot also includes 3 off 100 metre rolls of 150mm red/white micromesh netting,
2 off 100m rolls of white 180mm diameter micromesh netting & 1 box with 7 reels of butcher's twine
Stainless steel twin tier table with top measuring approximately 1790mm x 600mm
Stainless steel twin tier table with top measuring approximately 1600mm x 600mm at extremes
(please note the front right-hand corner of this table is "angled")
Dualit model DSK1 soup urn
Buffalo model L715 soup urn
Sharp 1900W commercial microwave model R-24AT
Daewoo commercial microwave model KOM-9F85
Large stainless steel twin tier table, table top measuring approximately 1800mm x 600mm
Tray top heat sealing machine plus quantity of trays
Dualit 6 slice toaster plus Breville twin slice domestic toaster
Large stainless steel twin tier table, table top measuring approximately 2065mm x 775mm
14 bags of skimmed milk powder for use with vending machines plus 3 bags of powdered hot
chocolate and 3 bags of Grade 1 coffee beans
Small stainless steel stand measuring 600mm x 450mm x 350mm
Stainless steel wall mountable handwashing basin with knee control on/off
Large stainless steel twin tier table with Bonzer commercial can opener attached to same - table top
measures approximately 2365mm x 770mm
Sam4s cash register with built-in cash drawer - no keys
Sam4s cash register with built-in cash drawer - no keys
Stainless steel twin tier table measuring approximately 1300mm x 645mm x 950mm
Burger press plus 2 boxes of Lucas pepburg burger seasoning mix
Pair of grill sticks & satay presses
Stainless steel twin tier table with dimensions of 845mm x 615mm
Stainless steel twin tier table with dimensions of 860mm x 600mm
Avery Berkel grocer's scales model FX50 with customer facing display, including power pack
All bids are subject to the notes, terms and conditions within this catalogue
All quantities should be treated as approximate estimates
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Avery Berkel grocer's scales model FX50 with customer facing display, including power pack
Avery Berkel grocer's scales model FX50 with customer facing display, including power pack
Avery model 1791 scales with column mounted digital display
Avery traditional scales. NB no weights
Stainless steel twin tier table with dimensions of 2500mm x 600mm
Stainless steel table, with angled top. Max external dimensions approx. 1350mm x 600mm
Stainless steel draining table, dimensions approximately 1200mm x 600mm x 820mm
Floor standing stainless steel commercial sausage making machine
Berkel model 800S stainless steel electric meat slicer
Berkel 800 stainless steel electric meat slicer
Berkel stainless steel electric meat slicer
Floor standing mobile vacuum seal machine
Turbovac mobile floor standing vacuum seal machine model SB-520
Floor standing mobile vacuum seal machine
Vecto grill rotisserie oven by Barbecue King
C P Rose Ham-Miser
Delta benchtop commercial bread slicer
Foster model PRDC1-3L stainless steel prep counter with freezer compartments integrated within
same
Large retail display chest freezer with curved clear lid
Berkel gravity fed floor standing large bacon slicer including stand
Brevetti E Gasparin floor standing electric bread slicer
Floor standing commercial mixer
Hobart freestanding mincer
Stainless steel twin tier trolley
Large Avery platform scales including butcher's hook
Large butcher's block on dedicated stand, dimensions as pictured/assembled approximately 1520mm
x 760mm x 850mm
Large butcher's block on dedicated stand, dimensions as pictured/assembled approximately 1540mm
x 780mm x 840mm
Large butcher's block on dedicated stand, dimensions as pictured/assembled approximately 1530mm
x 610mm x 780mm
Pair of tray/rack trolleys, the first being mobile with wheels & measuring approximately 2090mm
high, with a footprint of 780mm x 510mm & the second being static measuring approximately 570mm
x 840mm x 1770mm, including the 8 wire coated racks as pictured
2 off stainless steel 4 & 5-tier shelving systems, one measuring 1800 x 750 x 1950mm & one measuring
1500 x 540 x 1820mm
2 off assorted metal shelving units, one measuring 1520 x 550 x 1660mm & one measuring 1300 x
610 x 1770mm
Stainless steel twin bowl floor standing sink arrangement, max external dimensions approximately
2400 x 650 x 960mm
4 off black plastic bolt-free racking/shelving units in 2 different designs, each freestanding bay
measuring approximately 910 x 460 x 1860mm
King Edward baked potato cooker
3 off metal pails/buckets in varying sizes, one including a lid
The contents of a pallet of stainless steel trays & other dishes, approximately 68 pieces in total
The contents of a pallet of plastic serving trays & dishes, approximately 96 pieces in total
The contents of a pallet of paperware comprising cups, lids, spoons, dishes & more
The contents of a pallet of food serving bags & related items plus 2 rolls of catering aluminium foil
4 boxes of vacuum pouches, mostly open but look reasonably full
5 large sacks of Gordon Rhodes & Son Dalesman Country Fayre flavourings, in assorted flavours, with
use by dates from February to August 2021
The contents of a pallet of cleaning related fluids & consumables
Quantity of butcher's knives & baskets plus saw & pair of chopping boards
Insect-o-cutor model SE44
Insect-o-cutor model SE44
All bids are subject to the notes, terms and conditions within this catalogue
All quantities should be treated as approximate estimates
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Insect-o-cutor
Insect-o-cutor model SE22
Insect-o-cutor model SE44
Pallet truck
3 off plastic wheeled dollies
Diesel powered hot & cold pressure washer
3 off trolleys
4 off metal collapsing cages, each cage measuring approximately 1240 x 980 x 1000mm when
assembled
Rolatruc pallet truck
Ideal 4860 floor standing guillotine - it is understood that this item has never been used or even
installed & its appearance would certainly appear to indicate that information is correct. This lot
includes the various ancillaries as pictured plus the dedicated stand. We note that The Finishing Point
Ltd (In Liquidation) paid a trade price of £5,000 plus VAT for this item in December 2019, purchasing
directly from Duplo
Grey metal 4-drawer filing cabinet
Grey metal 4-drawer filing cabinet
Multi-functional card cutting machine model AC-A4-F
Business card cutter
Planax copy binder
Planax copy binder
Lami Revolution Series Revo-Office auto laminator. NB appears unused
Dremel multi tool in dedicated case with pull-out drawer including large quantity of ancillaries
Lami Revolution Series Revo-Office auto laminator. NB still in original box & appears new/unused
Auto laminator mobile stand assumed to be for use with lots 150, 152 & 155
Auto laminator mobile stand assumed to be for use with lots 150, 152 & 155
Lami Revolution Series Revo-Office auto laminator. NB still in original box & appears new/unused
Lami Revolution Series Revo-T14 laminator. NB includes box & manual, but difficult to tell whether
unused
Lami Revolution Series Revo-T14 laminator. NB boxed & appears to be unused
Lami Revolution Series Revo-T14 laminator. NB boxed & appears to be unused
1 off 2 ton hydraulic trolley jack plus multi socket electrical extension lead
Summa model D60R desktop vinyl cutter - boxed & understood to be unused
Rotatrim model DT1250 cutter including stand & waste collector - boxed & appears unused
Epson Stylus SX435W multifunction printer
Lexmark CS410DN printer
Lexmark CS410DN printer
Shredcat model 8240CC desktop shredder - boxed & appears unused
3 off Neewer model LED NL-480 photography lights, each lamp including a carry case plus power pack
& 3 off tripods for use with same
Ideal 4000 floor standing heavy-duty shredder
Domestic appliances comprising fridge, microwave, kettle & radiator
5 off assorted tower computers plus 2 keyboards & 1 monitor - no hard drives
Set of 3 matching burgundy reception chairs
Size 10 class one industrial folding stepladders code K4PF
8 off assorted guillotine blades
9 off assorted guillotine blades
11 off assorted guillotine blades
13 off assorted guillotine blades
14 off assorted guillotine blades
9 off assorted guillotine blades
10 off assorted guillotine blades
The contents of a pallet of assorted parts & spares plus the grey metal pedestal to the side
Cabinet & contents of Durastick electrodes & 4 off Jayhawk jogger blocks
Floor standing paper cutter model T650, assumed to be made by Rotatrim, however there is no visible
plaque/label
All bids are subject to the notes, terms and conditions within this catalogue
All quantities should be treated as approximate estimates
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Approximately 19 off 3 panel screens, each screen being approximately 67" high & having 3 panels
each measuring approximately 16" wide
Sealey space warmer model LP170
Sealey space warmer model LP170
Sealey space warmer model LP170
Sealey space warmer model LP170
8 off 230V 250W model 3712 warming lamps. NB some of the lamps look marginally different to each
other
8 off 230V 250W model 3712 warming lamps. NB some of the lamps look marginally different to each
other
Firefly halogen heater model OL2410VT
Stanley model SXPW22 pressure washer
Set of stepladders
3 off kennels, each measuring very approximately 23" width, 29" length & 26" height
2 off kennels, each measuring very approximately 23" width, 29" length & 26" height
2 off kennels, each measuring very approximately 28" width, 34" length & 30" height. NB each of
these 2 kennels has an inspection hatch in the roof
Stainless steel twin tier table measuring very approximately 47" length, 25" depth, 35" height
Microwave - Tesco brand model MM08
Approximately 34 off assorted metal dog bowls
Approximately 43 off assorted metal dog bowls
9 off Mason Cash dog bowls, each with diameter of approximately 10"
9 off Mason Cash dog bowls of different depths, each with approximately 8" diameter
Oyn-X CCTV equipment comprising hard drive recorder, movable camera & monitor
Twin tier stainless steel table measuring approximately 60" length, 24" depth, 36" height
Quantity of assorted plastic storage containers plus 4 dog bowls
HP DesignJet L25500 wide format printer, serial no. MY0482900B, product no. CH956A/CH956-64001
6 off 230/240V multi socket cable extension reels
8 off Par 64 lantern lamps
Pair of Celestion model KR10 200W speakers
Rotatrim professional paper cutter/guillotine, capacity circa 67cm
Epson short throw projector model EB-470, including soft carry case
Hitachi CP-A300N projector including flight case
Benq model MS502 projector, with carry case & remote
Benq model MS502 projector, with carry case & remote
Desktop computer with i5 3.2GHz processor, 6Gb RAM & 2 off 1Tb hard drives. This lot includes a
keyboard, monitor & mouse
Nikon D700 camera body plus large quantity & variety of accessories including batteries, speed lights,
memory cards & more
Power tool lot comprising Karcher handheld steam window cleaner & Draper cordless drill with
battery & charger for use with same
2 off assorted Sky routers/hubs comprising model SR102 & model ER110. This lot also includes single
& twin DECT telephone kits
Mio Moov model M610 sat nav unit with suction pad bracket & car lighter charger
Sony Handycam video camera model HDR-CX115E including box, manual, cables & accessories
Pair of Reebok NPCII gilded trainers in size women's UK 4, colour scheme white/sky blue/Baltic/silver
- with tags, appear unworn
Canon PowerShot A3150 IS digital camera with carry case
Set of bowling balls with case, both of which are marked "bias 2 full"
Apple Mac mini computer model A1347/EMC2840 with 1.4GHz Intel Core i5 CPU, 4Gb RAM, 500Gb
HDD. Please note this lot consists of the Mac mini and power cable that can be seen in the photos,
however where we have used a monitor, keyboard, mouse or other ancillary to display this machine
is working in the photographs, such items are not included with the lot

All bids are subject to the notes, terms and conditions within this catalogue
All quantities should be treated as approximate estimates
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Apple Mac mini computer model A1347/EMC2840 with 1.4GHz Intel Core i5 CPU, 4Gb RAM, 500Gb
HDD. Please note this lot consists of the Mac mini and power cable that can be seen in the photos,
however where we have used a monitor, keyboard, mouse or other ancillary to display this machine
is working in the photographs, such items are not included with the lot
Apple Mac mini computer model A1347/EMC2840 with 1.4GHz Intel Core i5 CPU, 4Gb RAM, 500Gb
HDD. Please note this lot consists of the Mac mini and power cable that can be seen in the photos,
however where we have used a monitor, keyboard, mouse or other ancillary to display this machine
is working in the photographs, such items are not included with the lot
Apple Mac mini computer model A1347/EMC2840 with 1.4GHz Intel Core i5 CPU, 4Gb RAM, 500Gb
HDD. Please note this lot consists of the Mac mini and power cable that can be seen in the photos,
however where we have used a monitor, keyboard, mouse or other ancillary to display this machine
is working in the photographs, such items are not included with the lot
Apple Mac mini computer model A1347/EMC2840 with 2.6GHz Intel Core i5 CPU, 8Gb RAM, 1Tb HDD.
Please note this lot consists of the Mac mini and power cable that can be seen in the photos, however
where we have used a monitor, keyboard, mouse or other ancillary to display this machine is working
in the photographs, such items are not included with the lot
Apple Mac mini computer model A1347/EMC2840 with 1.4GHz i5 CPU, 4Gb RAM, 500Gb HDD. Please
note this lot consists of the Mac mini and power cable that can be seen in the photos, however where
we have used a monitor, keyboard, mouse or other ancillary to display this machine is working in the
photographs, such items are not included with the lot
Apple Mac mini computer model A1347 with 2.5GHz Intel Core i5 CPU, 8Gb RAM, 500Gb HDD. Please
note this lot consists of the Mac mini and power cable that can be seen in the photos, however where
we have used a monitor, keyboard, mouse or other ancillary to display this machine is working in the
photographs, such items are not included with the lot
Apple Mac mini computer model A1347/EMC2840 with 1.4GHz Intel Core i5 CPU, 4Gb RAM, 500Gb
HDD. Please note this lot consists of the Mac mini and power cable that can be seen in the photos,
however where we have used a monitor, keyboard, mouse or other ancillary to display this machine
is working in the photographs, such items are not included with the lot
Screwpull model WA-108 metal filter/funnel with stand & box
BMW door lock replacement rubber cover, product code 51217377243
NOCO model GB40 12V 1000A ultrasafe portable jump start battery system with integral LED lamp.
Includes all original packaging, carry bag, charging cable, cigarette lighter charger, manual, etc appears unused

Google Pixel C 64GB tablet, 10.2", model C1502W, with optional Folio keyboard/case model UG1B.
Includes box, charging cable, charger, etc
Sony Xperia model Z3 16Gb tablet including box, charger & charging cable
Sony Xperia X 32Gb android smart phone including box, charging cable, rubber cover & one unused
tempered glass anti-crack protection screen. NB although this lot includes a charging cable it does
not include a charger. NB2 on Vodafone network
Mobile Wi-Fi O2 pocket hot spot including box & charger
Sony Cybershot model DSC-W50 digital camera including cables, rechargeable battery, battery
charger, case, memory card, etc
Apple iPod Touch Second Generation 32GB model A1318/EMC2310. Includes 2 off Apple cables plus
box
Quantity of computer memory comprising 8Gb DDR4-2133 kit plus 4GB laptop memory card & 512MB
DDR 2 card
Very large quantity of PC games on CD & other software as pictured including Grand Theft Auto, Star
Wars, F1, NBA, Fifa, Call of Duty & other games plus software by Adobe, Microsoft & others
Mobile phone lot comprising Apple iPhone 6 plus model A1524 in rose gold (no ancillaries) with
broken screen as pictured plus HTC Wildfire S ultra compact smart phone with box & charging
cable/charger
All bids are subject to the notes, terms and conditions within this catalogue
All quantities should be treated as approximate estimates
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Panasonic Viera plasma TV - crack on screen. This lot includes a remote control but no table top stand
B & Q classic chrome bath shower mixer
The contents of a crate of audio & home cinema cables
Asus model VC279 27" widescreen monitor with table top stand & box - line on screen
Creative Inspire T7900 7.1 computer speaker system
Karcher model 3001 3-in-1 wet/dry vacuum carpet cleaner
Dyson Root Cyclone model DC07 vacuum cleaner
Folding exhibition screen frame including lighting & carry case with wooden top all as pictured
Alphabet Spaghetti 50cm x 50cm cotton canvas print on chunky wooden frame - 10 pictures per
carton, this lot consists of 5 cartons, i.e. 50 pictures
Alphabet Spaghetti 50cm x 50cm cotton canvas print on chunky wooden frame - 10 pictures per
carton, this lot consists of 5 cartons, i.e. 50 pictures
Alphabet Spaghetti 50cm x 50cm cotton canvas print on chunky wooden frame - 10 pictures per
carton, this lot consists of 5 cartons, i.e. 50 pictures
Alphabet Spaghetti 50cm x 50cm cotton canvas print on chunky wooden frame - 10 pictures per
carton, this lot consists of 5 cartons, i.e. 50 pictures
Alphabet Spaghetti 50cm x 50cm cotton canvas print on chunky wooden frame - 10 pictures per
carton, this lot consists of 5 cartons, i.e. 50 pictures
Alphabet Spaghetti 50cm x 50cm cotton canvas print on chunky wooden frame - 10 pictures per
carton, this lot consists of 10 cartons, i.e. 100 pictures
Alphabet Spaghetti 50cm x 50cm cotton canvas print on chunky wooden frame - 10 pictures per
carton, this lot consists of 10 cartons, i.e. 100 pictures
Alphabet Spaghetti 50cm x 50cm cotton canvas print on chunky wooden frame - 10 pictures per
carton, this lot consists of 10 cartons, i.e. 100 pictures
Alphabet Spaghetti 50cm x 50cm cotton canvas print on chunky wooden frame - 10 pictures per
carton, this lot consists of 10 cartons, i.e. 100 pictures
Alphabet Spaghetti 50cm x 50cm cotton canvas print on chunky wooden frame - 10 pictures per
carton, this lot consists of 10 cartons, i.e. 100 pictures
Alphabet Spaghetti 50cm x 50cm cotton canvas print on chunky wooden frame - 10 pictures per
carton, this lot consists of 15 cartons, i.e. 150 pictures
Alphabet Spaghetti 50cm x 50cm cotton canvas print on chunky wooden frame - 10 pictures per
carton, this lot consists of 15 cartons, i.e. 150 pictures
Alphabet Spaghetti 50cm x 50cm cotton canvas print on chunky wooden frame - 10 pictures per
carton, this lot consists of 15 cartons, i.e. 150 pictures
Retro Camper Van 50cm x 50cm cotton canvas print on chunky wooden frame - 10 pictures per carton,
this lot consists of 3 cartons, i.e. 30 pictures
Retro Camper Van 50cm x 50cm cotton canvas print on chunky wooden frame - 10 pictures per carton,
this lot consists of 3 cartons, i.e. 30 pictures
Retro Camper Van 50cm x 50cm cotton canvas print on chunky wooden frame - 10 pictures per carton,
this lot consists of 3 cartons, i.e. 30 pictures
Retro Camper Van 50cm x 50cm cotton canvas print on chunky wooden frame - 10 pictures per carton,
this lot consists of 3 cartons, i.e. 30 pictures
Retro Camper Van 50cm x 50cm cotton canvas print on chunky wooden frame - 10 pictures per carton,
this lot consists of 6 cartons, i.e. 60 pictures
Retro Camper Van 50cm x 50cm cotton canvas print on chunky wooden frame - 10 pictures per carton,
this lot consists of 6 cartons, i.e. 60 pictures
Retro Camper Van 50cm x 50cm cotton canvas print on chunky wooden frame - 10 pictures per carton,
this lot consists of 6 cartons, i.e. 60 pictures
Retro Camper Van 50cm x 50cm cotton canvas print on chunky wooden frame - 10 pictures per carton,
this lot consists of 6 cartons, i.e. 60 pictures
Retro Camper Van 50cm x 50cm cotton canvas print on chunky wooden frame - 10 pictures per carton,
this lot consists of 12 cartons, i.e. 120 pictures
Retro Camper Van 50cm x 50cm cotton canvas print on chunky wooden frame - 10 pictures per carton,
this lot consists of 12 cartons, i.e. 120 pictures
Dymo London Tube Stop 40cm x 60cm cotton canvas print on chunky wooden frame - 10 pictures per
carton, this lot consists of 3 cartons, i.e. 30 pictures
All bids are subject to the notes, terms and conditions within this catalogue
All quantities should be treated as approximate estimates
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Dymo London Tube Stop 40cm x 60cm cotton canvas print on chunky wooden frame - 10 pictures per
carton, this lot consists of 3 cartons, i.e. 30 pictures
Dymo London Tube Stop 40cm x 60cm cotton canvas print on chunky wooden frame - 10 pictures per
carton, this lot consists of 3 cartons, i.e. 30 pictures
Dymo London Tube Stop 40cm x 60cm cotton canvas print on chunky wooden frame - 10 pictures per
carton, this lot consists of 3 cartons, i.e. 30 pictures
Dymo London Tube Stop 40cm x 60cm cotton canvas print on chunky wooden frame - 10 pictures per
carton, this lot consists of 6 cartons, i.e. 60 pictures
Dymo London Tube Stop 40cm x 60cm cotton canvas print on chunky wooden frame - 10 pictures per
carton, this lot consists of 6 cartons, i.e. 60 pictures
Dymo London Tube Stop 40cm x 60cm cotton canvas print on chunky wooden frame - 10 pictures per
carton, this lot consists of 6 cartons, i.e. 60 pictures
Dymo London Tube Stop 40cm x 60cm cotton canvas print on chunky wooden frame - 10 pictures per
carton, this lot consists of 6 cartons, i.e. 60 pictures
Dymo London Tube Stop 40cm x 60cm cotton canvas print on chunky wooden frame - 10 pictures per
carton, this lot consists of 9 cartons, i.e. 90 pictures
Dymo London Tube Stop 40cm x 60cm cotton canvas print on chunky wooden frame - 10 pictures per
carton, this lot consists of 9 cartons, i.e. 90 pictures
60 assorted canvas box prints in sizes 50 x 50cm and 40 x 60cm, in 3 different styles as pictured. NB
this lot consists of the contents of a pallet
20 assorted canvas box prints in sizes 50 x 50cm and 40 x 60cm, in 3 different styles as pictured. NB
this lot consists of the contents of a pallet
361 off Gay Icon chef's hats, individually bagged & tagged, in a total of 4 outer cartons
480 off Gay Icon chef's hats, individually bagged & tagged, in a total of 5 outer cartons
480 off Gay Icon chef's hats, individually bagged & tagged, in a total of 5 outer cartons
480 off Gay Icon chef's hats, individually bagged & tagged, in a total of 5 outer cartons
76 off balvi of Barcelona Hungry Hippo tissue box holders. Individually boxed, this lot consists of the
contents of 3 cartons. The product itself has suction cups on the back for wall mounting and a spring
loaded clip
128 off balvi of Barcelona Hungry Hippo tissue box holders. Individually boxed, this lot consists of the
contents of 4 cartons. The product itself has suction cups on the back for wall mounting and a spring
loaded clip
128 off balvi of Barcelona Hungry Hippo tissue box holders. Individually boxed, this lot consists of the
contents of 4 cartons. The product itself has suction cups on the back for wall mounting and a spring
loaded clip
128 off balvi of Barcelona Hungry Hippo tissue box holders. Individually boxed, this lot consists of the
contents of 4 cartons. The product itself has suction cups on the back for wall mounting and a spring
loaded clip
107 off Genuine Fred sweettooth baking cup sets, each set comprising 4 silicone toothy cupcake
moulds
96 off Genuine Fred sweettooth baking cup sets, each set comprising 4 silicone toothy cupcake
moulds
96 off Genuine Fred sweettooth baking cup sets, each set comprising 4 silicone toothy cupcake
moulds
192 off Genuine Fred sweettooth baking cup sets, each set comprising 4 silicone toothy cupcake
moulds
192 off Genuine Fred sweettooth baking cup sets, each set comprising 4 silicone toothy cupcake
moulds
192 off Genuine Fred sweettooth baking cup sets, each set comprising 4 silicone toothy cupcake
moulds
224 off Genuine Fred sweettooth baking cup sets, each set comprising 4 silicone toothy cupcake
moulds
36 off 4 port USB hubs to fit standard 80mm desk cable tidy aperture. Product dimensions 53 x 95mm.
This item includes a box and cable
50 off 4 port USB hubs to fit standard 80mm desk cable tidy aperture. Product dimensions 53 x 95mm.
This item includes a box and cable
All bids are subject to the notes, terms and conditions within this catalogue
All quantities should be treated as approximate estimates
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50 off 4 port USB hubs to fit standard 80mm desk cable tidy aperture. Product dimensions 53 x 95mm.
This item includes a box and cable
100 off (2 cartons) 4 port USB hubs to fit standard 80mm desk cable tidy aperture. Product
dimensions 53 x 95mm. This item includes a box and cable
100 off (2 cartons) 4 port USB hubs to fit standard 80mm desk cable tidy aperture. Product
dimensions 53 x 95mm. This item includes a box and cable
100 off (2 cartons) 4 port USB hubs to fit standard 80mm desk cable tidy aperture. Product
dimensions 53 x 95mm. This item includes a box and cable
100 off (2 cartons) 4 port USB hubs to fit standard 80mm desk cable tidy aperture. Product
dimensions 53 x 95mm. This item includes a box and cable
200 off (2 cartons) 4 port USB hubs to fit standard 80mm desk cable tidy aperture. Product
dimensions 53 x 95mm. This item includes a box and cable
200 off (2 cartons) 4 port USB hubs to fit standard 80mm desk cable tidy aperture. Product
dimensions 53 x 95mm. This item includes a box and cable
128 off sets of cufflinks, individually boxed, all by Motor Power Hardware, in 8 different designs. This
lot consists of 16 sets of each design, the designs being for 21st, 30th, 40th, 50th, 60th, 70th, 80th &
90th birthday. Each set of cufflinks comprises one cufflink with the age/number and a second
matching cufflink with a slogan, e.g. "Bright Future Ahead", "Approaching Prime", etc
128 off sets of cufflinks, individually boxed, all by Motor Power Hardware, in 8 different designs. This
lot consists of 16 sets of each design, the designs being for 21st, 30th, 40th, 50th, 60th, 70th, 80th &
90th birthday. Each set of cufflinks comprises one cufflink with the age/number and a second
matching cufflink with a slogan, e.g. "Bright Future Ahead", "Approaching Prime", etc
128 off sets of cufflinks, individually boxed, all by Motor Power Hardware, in 8 different designs. This
lot consists of 16 sets of each design, the designs being for 21st, 30th, 40th, 50th, 60th, 70th, 80th &
90th birthday. Each set of cufflinks comprises one cufflink with the age/number and a second
matching cufflink with a slogan, e.g. "Bright Future Ahead", "Approaching Prime", etc
128 off sets of cufflinks, individually boxed, all by Motor Power Hardware, in 8 different designs. This
lot consists of 16 sets of each design, the designs being for 21st, 30th, 40th, 50th, 60th, 70th, 80th &
90th birthday. Each set of cufflinks comprises one cufflink with the age/number and a second
matching cufflink with a slogan, e.g. "Bright Future Ahead", "Approaching Prime", etc
128 off sets of cufflinks, individually boxed, all by Motor Power Hardware, in 8 different designs. This
lot consists of 16 sets of each design, the designs being for 21st, 30th, 40th, 50th, 60th, 70th, 80th &
90th birthday. Each set of cufflinks comprises one cufflink with the age/number and a second
matching cufflink with a slogan, e.g. "Bright Future Ahead", "Approaching Prime", etc
128 off sets of cufflinks, individually boxed, all by Motor Power Hardware, in 8 different designs. This
lot consists of 16 sets of each design, the designs being for 21st, 30th, 40th, 50th, 60th, 70th, 80th &
90th birthday. Each set of cufflinks comprises one cufflink with the age/number and a second
matching cufflink with a slogan, e.g. "Bright Future Ahead", "Approaching Prime", etc
128 off sets of cufflinks, individually boxed, all by Motor Power Hardware, in 8 different designs. This
lot consists of 16 sets of each design, the designs being for 21st, 30th, 40th, 50th, 60th, 70th, 80th &
90th birthday. Each set of cufflinks comprises one cufflink with the age/number and a second
matching cufflink with a slogan, e.g. "Bright Future Ahead", "Approaching Prime", etc
128 off sets of cufflinks, individually boxed, all by Motor Power Hardware, in 8 different designs. This
lot consists of 16 sets of each design, the designs being for 21st, 30th, 40th, 50th, 60th, 70th, 80th &
90th birthday. Each set of cufflinks comprises one cufflink with the age/number and a second
matching cufflink with a slogan, e.g. "Bright Future Ahead", "Approaching Prime", etc
128 off sets of cufflinks, individually boxed, all by Motor Power Hardware, in 8 different designs. This
lot consists of 16 sets of each design, the designs being for 21st, 30th, 40th, 50th, 60th, 70th, 80th &
90th birthday. Each set of cufflinks comprises one cufflink with the age/number and a second
matching cufflink with a slogan, e.g. "Bright Future Ahead", "Approaching Prime", etc
128 off sets of cufflinks, individually boxed, all by Motor Power Hardware, in 8 different designs. This
lot consists of 16 sets of each design, the designs being for 21st, 30th, 40th, 50th, 60th, 70th, 80th &
90th birthday. Each set of cufflinks comprises one cufflink with the age/number and a second
matching cufflink with a slogan, e.g. "Bright Future Ahead", "Approaching Prime", etc

All bids are subject to the notes, terms and conditions within this catalogue
All quantities should be treated as approximate estimates
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128 off sets of cufflinks, individually boxed, all by Motor Power Hardware, in 8 different designs. This
lot consists of 16 sets of each design, the designs being for 21st, 30th, 40th, 50th, 60th, 70th, 80th &
90th birthday. Each set of cufflinks comprises one cufflink with the age/number and a second
matching cufflink with a slogan, e.g. "Bright Future Ahead", "Approaching Prime", etc
128 off sets of cufflinks, individually boxed, all by Motor Power Hardware, in 8 different designs. This
lot consists of 16 sets of each design, the designs being for 21st, 30th, 40th, 50th, 60th, 70th, 80th &
90th birthday. Each set of cufflinks comprises one cufflink with the age/number and a second
matching cufflink with a slogan, e.g. "Bright Future Ahead", "Approaching Prime", etc
128 off sets of cufflinks, individually boxed, all by Motor Power Hardware, in 8 different designs. This
lot consists of 16 sets of each design, the designs being for 21st, 30th, 40th, 50th, 60th, 70th, 80th &
90th birthday. Each set of cufflinks comprises one cufflink with the age/number and a second
matching cufflink with a slogan, e.g. "Bright Future Ahead", "Approaching Prime", etc
128 off sets of cufflinks, individually boxed, all by Motor Power Hardware, in 8 different designs. This
lot consists of 16 sets of each design, the designs being for 21st, 30th, 40th, 50th, 60th, 70th, 80th &
90th birthday. Each set of cufflinks comprises one cufflink with the age/number and a second
matching cufflink with a slogan, e.g. "Bright Future Ahead", "Approaching Prime", etc
128 off sets of cufflinks, individually boxed, all by Motor Power Hardware, in 8 different designs. This
lot consists of 16 sets of each design, the designs being for 21st, 30th, 40th, 50th, 60th, 70th, 80th &
90th birthday. Each set of cufflinks comprises one cufflink with the age/number and a second
matching cufflink with a slogan, e.g. "Bright Future Ahead", "Approaching Prime", etc
192 off sets of cufflinks, individually boxed, all by Motor Power Hardware, in 6 different designs. This
lot consists of 32 cufflinks x 6 different designs, the designs being for 21st, 30th, 60th, 70th, 80th &
90th birthday. Each set of cufflinks comprises one cufflink with the age/number and a second
matching cufflink with a slogan, e.g. "Bright Future Ahead", "Approaching Prime", etc
192 off sets of cufflinks, individually boxed, all by Motor Power Hardware, in 6 different designs. This
lot consists of 16 - 48 of each of the 6 different designs, the designs being for 21st, 30th, 60th, 70th,
80th & 90th birthday. Each set of cufflinks comprises one cufflink with the age/number and a second
matching cufflink with a slogan, e.g. "Bright Future Ahead", "Approaching Prime", etc
192 off sets of cufflinks, individually boxed, all by Motor Power Hardware, in 5 different designs. This
lot consists of 16 - 64 of each of the 5 different designs, the designs being for 21st, 30th, 70th, 80th &
90th birthday. Each set of cufflinks comprises one cufflink with the age/number and a second
matching cufflink with a slogan, e.g. "Bright Future Ahead", "Approaching Prime", etc
256 off sets of cufflinks, individually boxed, all by Motor Power Hardware, in 6 different designs. This
lot consists of 16 - 96 of each of these 6 different designs, the designs being for 21st, 30th, 60th, 70th,
80th & 90th birthday. Each set of cufflinks comprises one cufflink with the age/number and a second
matching cufflink with a slogan, e.g. "Bright Future Ahead", "Approaching Prime", etc
60 sets of Motor Power Hardware age specific birthday present cufflinks in 7 different designs
46 sets of Wendy Jones-Blackett 60th birthday celebration cufflinks, individually boxed
200 sets of Wendy Jones-Blackett 60th birthday celebration cufflinks, individually boxed
108 off individually boxed Motor Power Hardware & Imperial War Museum keyrings. This lot consists
of 36 "Persevere" keyrings, 36 off "Go Forward Together" & 36 off "Champion Biker" keyrings
108 off individually boxed Motor Power Hardware & Imperial War Museum keyrings. This lot consists
of 36 "Persevere" keyrings, 36 off "Go Forward Together" & 36 off "Champion Biker" keyrings
108 off individually boxed Motor Power Hardware & Imperial War Museum keyrings. This lot consists
of 36 "Persevere" keyrings, 36 off "Go Forward Together" & 36 off "Champion Biker" keyrings
108 off individually boxed Motor Power Hardware & Imperial War Museum keyrings. This lot consists
of 36 "Persevere" keyrings, 36 off "Go Forward Together" & 36 off "Champion Biker" keyrings
108 off individually boxed Motor Power Hardware & Imperial War Museum keyrings. This lot consists
of 36 "Persevere" keyrings, 36 off "Go Forward Together" & 36 off "Champion Biker" keyrings
108 off individually boxed Motor Power Hardware & Imperial War Museum keyrings. This lot consists
of 36 "Persevere" keyrings, 36 off "Go Forward Together" & 36 off "Champion Biker" keyrings
108 off individually boxed Motor Power Hardware & Imperial War Museum keyrings. This lot consists
of 36 "Persevere" keyrings, 36 off "Go Forward Together" & 36 off "Champion Biker" keyrings
176 off individually boxed keyrings, by Imperial War Museum & Motor Power Hardware, in the
following designs: "Persevere", "Go Forward Together" & "Champion Biker"
All bids are subject to the notes, terms and conditions within this catalogue
All quantities should be treated as approximate estimates
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128 sets of Imperial War Museum cufflinks, in 8 different designs, 4 of the designs being Winston
Churchill quotations, all in branded boxes - this lot consists of 16 sets of each of the 8 different designs
128 sets of Imperial War Museum cufflinks, in 8 different designs, 4 of the designs being Winston
Churchill quotations, all in branded boxes - this lot consists of 16 sets of each of the 8 different designs
128 sets of Imperial War Museum cufflinks, in 8 different designs, 4 of the designs being Winston
Churchill quotations, all in branded boxes - this lot consists of 16 sets of each of the 8 different designs
128 sets of Imperial War Museum cufflinks, in 8 different designs, 4 of the designs being Winston
Churchill quotations, all in branded boxes - this lot consists of 16 sets of each of the 8 different designs
128 sets of Imperial War Museum cufflinks, in 8 different designs, 4 of the designs being Winston
Churchill quotations, all in branded boxes - this lot consists of 16 sets of each of the 8 different designs
128 sets of Imperial War Museum cufflinks, in 8 different designs, 4 of the designs being Winston
Churchill quotations, all in branded boxes - this lot consists of 16 sets of each of the 8 different designs
128 sets of Imperial War Museum cufflinks, in 8 different designs, 4 of the designs being Winston
Churchill quotations, all in branded boxes - this lot consists of 16 sets of each of the 8 different designs
128 sets of Imperial War Museum cufflinks, in 8 different designs, 4 of the designs being Winston
Churchill quotations, all in branded boxes - this lot consists of 16 sets of each of the 8 different designs
128 sets of Imperial War Museum cufflinks, in 8 different designs, 4 of the designs being Winston
Churchill quotations, all in branded boxes - this lot consists of 16 sets of each of the 8 different designs
128 sets of Imperial War Museum cufflinks, in 8 different designs, 4 of the designs being Winston
Churchill quotations, all in branded boxes - this lot consists of 16 sets of each of the 8 different designs
128 sets of Imperial War Museum cufflinks, in 8 different designs, 4 of the designs being Winston
Churchill quotations, all in branded boxes - this lot consists of 16 sets of each of the 8 different designs
128 sets of Imperial War Museum cufflinks, in 8 different designs, 4 of the designs being Winston
Churchill quotations, all in branded boxes - this lot consists of 16 sets of each of the 8 different designs
128 sets of Imperial War Museum cufflinks, in 8 different designs, 4 of the designs being Winston
Churchill quotations, all in branded boxes - this lot consists of 16 sets of each of the 8 different designs
128 sets of Imperial War Museum cufflinks, in 8 different designs, 4 of the designs being Winston
Churchill quotations, all in branded boxes - this lot consists of 16 sets of each of the 8 different designs
128 sets of Imperial War Museum cufflinks, in 8 different designs, 4 of the designs being Winston
Churchill quotations, all in branded boxes - this lot consists of 16 sets of each of the 8 different designs
128 sets of Imperial War Museum cufflinks, in 8 different designs, 4 of the designs being Winston
Churchill quotations, all in branded boxes - this lot consists of 16 sets of each of the 8 different designs
128 sets of Imperial War Museum cufflinks, in 8 different designs, 4 of the designs being Winston
Churchill quotations, all in branded boxes - this lot consists of 16 sets of each of the 8 different designs
128 sets of Imperial War Museum cufflinks, in 8 different designs, 4 of the designs being Winston
Churchill quotations, all in branded boxes - this lot consists of 16 sets of each of the 8 different designs
112 sets of Imperial War Museum cufflinks, in 7 different designs, 4 of the designs being Winston
Churchill quotations, all in branded boxes - this lot consists of 16 sets of each of the 7 different designs
112 sets of Imperial War Museum cufflinks, in 7 different designs, 4 of the designs being Winston
Churchill quotations, all in branded boxes - this lot consists of 16 sets of each of the 7 different designs
112 sets of Imperial War Museum cufflinks, in 7 different designs, 4 of the designs being Winston
Churchill quotations, all in branded boxes - this lot consists of 16 sets of each of the 7 different designs
112 sets of Imperial War Museum cufflinks, in 7 different designs, 4 of the designs being Winston
Churchill quotations, all in branded boxes - this lot consists of 16 sets of each of the 7 different designs
112 sets of Imperial War Museum cufflinks, in 7 different designs, 4 of the designs being Winston
Churchill quotations, all in branded boxes - this lot consists of 16 sets of each of the 7 different designs
112 sets of Imperial War Museum cufflinks, in 7 different designs, 4 of the designs being Winston
Churchill quotations, all in branded boxes - this lot consists of 16 sets of each of the 7 different designs
112 sets of Imperial War Museum cufflinks, in 7 different designs, 4 of the designs being Winston
Churchill quotations, all in branded boxes - this lot consists of 16 sets of each of the 7 different designs
112 sets of Imperial War Museum cufflinks, in 7 different designs, 4 of the designs being Winston
Churchill quotations, all in branded boxes - this lot consists of 16 sets of each of the 7 different designs
112 sets of Imperial War Museum cufflinks, in 7 different designs, 4 of the designs being Winston
Churchill quotations, all in branded boxes - this lot consists of 16 sets of each of the 7 different designs
320 sets of Imperial War Museum cufflinks in a variety of different designs, some of which are Winston
Churchill quotes and the others being primarily war related
All bids are subject to the notes, terms and conditions within this catalogue
All quantities should be treated as approximate estimates
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320 sets of Imperial War Museum cufflinks in a variety of different designs, some of which are Winston
Churchill quotes and the others being primarily war related
320 sets of Imperial War Museum cufflinks in a variety of different designs, some of which are Winston
Churchill quotes and the others being primarily war related
325 sets of Imperial War Museum cufflinks in a variety of different designs, some of which are Winston
Churchill quotes and the others being primarily war related
Box of 51 Degrees North animal jumpers
Box of Heartbreakers & Bobby animal clothing
Box of red 51 Degrees North animal sweaters
Box of assorted animal clothing by 51 Degrees North, Heartbreakers & others
Box of 51 Degrees North & Grey Tail storm proof animal coats & similar
2 boxes of 51 Degrees North cycling animal champ shirts
Box of 51 Degrees North storm coats
Box of Grey Tail classic cable sweaters
Box of 51 Degrees North grey sweat tops
Box of 51 Degrees North assorted items including storm coats & sweaters
Box of 51 Degrees North storm coats, red sweaters & similar
Box of Rogz cat collars & similar
Box of Rogz cat collars & similar
Large box of Rogz assorted soft touch/reflective collars/harnesses & similar
Box of Rogz soft touch reflective collars/harnesses & similar
Box of Rogz cat collars
Box of Rogz reflective collars
5 boxes of assorted pet clothing by 51 Degrees North & others including coats, hats, sweat tops &
more
9 boxes of 51 Degrees North cycling assorted clothing including bandanas, champ shirts & more
6 boxes of 51 Degrees North cycling assorted clothing including bandanas, champ shirts & more
7 boxes of Catnip cat & dog toys & accessories
The contents of 3 crates of assorted Bobby & 51 Degrees North clothing
The contents of 2 crates of 51 Degrees North Christmas sweaters & other clothing
6 off Vitakraft 1000 Vita Tech external aquarium filters
5 off Vitakraft 620 Vita Tech external aquarium filters
8 off Vitakraft 620 Vita Tech external aquarium filters
8 off Vitakraft 620 Vita Tech external aquarium filters
8 off Vitakraft 620 Vita Tech external aquarium filters
8 off Vitakraft 620 Vita Tech external aquarium filters
8 off Vitakraft 620 Vita Tech external aquarium filters
8 off Vitakraft 620 Vita Tech external aquarium filters
10 off Vitakraft 440 Vita Tech external aquarium filters
10 off Vitakraft 440 Vita Tech external aquarium filters
10 off Vitakraft 440 Vita Tech external aquarium filters
13 off Vitakraft 440 Vita Tech external aquarium filters
Large box of Vitakraft Vita Tech 300 filter cartridges
Box of Vitakraft Vita Tech 500 filter cartridges
Box of Vitakraft Vita Tech 620 & 1000 coarse filter pads
Box of Vitakraft Vita Tech 300 activated carbon cartridges
Box of Vitakraft Vita Tech 500 filter cartridges & activated carbon cartridges
Box of Vitakraft Vita Tech assorted products
Box of Vitakraft Vita Tech assorted products
Box of Vitakraft Vita Tech 500 activated carbon cartridges
Box of Vitakraft Vita Tech assorted products
Box of Vitakraft Vita Tech 300 activated carbon cartridges
Box of Vitakraft Vita Tech 500 filter cartridges
Box of Vitakraft Vita Tech 500 filter cartridges
Box of Vitakraft Vita Tech 570 activated carbon cartridges
Box of cat collars
All bids are subject to the notes, terms and conditions within this catalogue
All quantities should be treated as approximate estimates
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The contents of a crate of Karlie Gloockler dog couture collars
The contents of a crate of puppy harnesses
The contents of a crate of animal harnesses
The contents of a crate of 51 Degrees North dog bandanas & other products
The contents of a crate of assorted toys & novelties
The contents of a crate of Karlie Flamingo o'LED collars
The contents of a crate of assorted animal toys & novelties
The contents of a crate of Karlie Flamingo Xtreme boots for dogs
The contents of 3 crates of assorted dog toys, novelties, accessories & more
The contents of 3 crates of assorted dog toys, novelties, accessories & more
2 off Karlie Flamingo Xtreme harnesses including poo bag holders, both size XL
The contents of a crate of assorted collars & harnesses
The contents of a crate of assorted animal clothing
The contents of a crate of Karlie & other collars, leads & similar
The contents of a crate of Vitakraft For You toy mice & similar
The contents of a crate of Vitakraft For You toy mice & similar
The contents of a pallet comprising a huge quantity of pet food bowls, mostly by 51 Degrees North
The contents of a crate of assorted cat toys, novelties, harnesses, leads & more
The contents of a crate of assorted cat toys, novelties, harnesses, leads & more
The contents of a crate of assorted cat toys, novelties, harnesses, leads & more
The contents of a crate of assorted cat toys, novelties, harnesses, leads & more
The contents of a crate of assorted cat toys, novelties, harnesses, leads & more
Box of Vitakraft For You toy mice & similar
Box of Vitakraft For You toy mice & similar
Box of Heartbreakers Funley cat toys
Box of animal collars & leads
12 off Vitakraft For You playtime "catch the mouse" games
Box of Vitakraft For You soft toys
7 off Flamingo Eisbar winter coats
7 off Flamingo Eisbar winter coats
6 off Flamingo Eisbar winter coats
7 off Flamingo Eisbar winter coats
6 off Flamingo Eisbar winter coats
13 off Karlie Flamingo Heino dog food bowls
The contents of a crate of animal toys & novelties
The contents of a crate of dog bandanas
The contents of a crate of pet shampoo & bin bags
The contents of a crate of 51 Degrees North cycling clothing
The contents of a crate of soft toy mice & sticks for use with same
The contents of a crate of soft toy mice & sticks for use with same
The contents of a crate of soft toy mice & sticks for use with same
The contents of a crate of soft toy mice & sticks for use with same
The contents of a crate of soft toy mice & sticks for use with same
30 off Catsline Chaussette Four Factory bags
30 off Catsline Chaussette Four Factory bags
30 off Catsline Chaussette Four Factory bags
Surplus Collection SC Evan High natural grey rattan dog sofa with cushion, 120cm size - this lot consists
of a rattan day bed on wooden legs with removable cushion
Surplus Collection SC Evan High natural grey rattan dog sofa with cushion, 120cm size - this lot consists
of a rattan day bed on wooden legs with removable cushion
Surplus Collection rattan/wicker dog chair including removable cushion, approximately 860mm wide
Surplus Collection rattan/wicker dog chair including removable cushion, approximately 860mm wide
Surplus Collection rattan/wicker dog chair including removable cushion, approximately 860mm wide
3 off rattan/wicker Surplus Collection dog chairs. NB no cushions
3 off rattan/wicker Surplus Collection dog chairs. NB no cushions
3 off rattan/wicker Surplus Collection dog chairs. NB no cushions
All bids are subject to the notes, terms and conditions within this catalogue
All quantities should be treated as approximate estimates
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3 off rattan/wicker Surplus Collection dog chairs. NB no cushions
3 off rattan/wicker Surplus Collection dog chairs. NB no cushions
3 off Surplus Collection 90cm rattan/wicker chaise longue style dog chairs. NB no cushions
3 off Surplus Collection 90cm rattan/wicker chaise longue style dog chairs. NB no cushions
3 off Surplus Collection 90cm rattan/wicker chaise longue style dog chairs. NB no cushions
3 off Surplus Collection 50cm chaise longue style rattan/wicker dog long chairs. NB no cushions
2 off Surplus Collection 50cm chaise longue style rattan/wicker dog long chairs. NB no cushions
Surplus Collection wicker/rattan dog chair with removable cushion
Surplus Collection wicker/rattan dog chair with removable cushion
Surplus Collection wicker/rattan dog chair with removable cushion
Surplus Collection natural grey rattan 50cm cat house with 2 cushions, one for inside & one for on top
Surplus Collection natural grey rattan 50cm cat house with 2 cushions, one for inside & one for on top
Surplus Collection natural grey rattan 50cm cat house with 2 cushions, one for inside & one for on top
Surplus Collection natural grey rattan 50cm cat house with 2 cushions, one for inside & one for on top
Surplus Collection natural grey rattan high back lounger with matching cushion, 60cm
Surplus Collection natural grey rattan high back lounger with matching cushion, 60cm
Surplus Collection natural grey rattan high back lounger with matching cushion, 60cm
Surplus Collection natural grey rattan high back lounger with matching cushion, 60cm
Surplus Collection natural grey rattan high back lounger with matching cushion, 60cm
Surplus Collection natural grey rattan high back lounger with matching cushion, 60cm
Surplus Collection natural grey rattan high back lounger with matching cushion, 60cm
Surplus Collection natural grey rattan high back lounger with matching cushion, 60cm
Surplus Collection Kussen wicker/rattan bed with 50cm removable cushion
Surplus Collection rattan/wicker oval bed with removable cushion
Evan 100cm wicker/rattan basket with removable cushion
Surplus Collection wicker/rattan day bed, 100cm - no cushion
The contents of 2 pallets consisting of a vast quantity of nylon cord for use with retractable dog leads
plus quantity of packaging for use with same. In total this lot consists of 6 large boxes on one pallet
(each containing packaging) & the contents of 8 large crates on the other pallet, each crate containing
a number of reels of cord. NB the pallets and the brown plastic crates are excluded
Large quantity of dog combs, comprising large quantity of combs in 2 crates plus large quantity of
packaging materials (plastic pouches & cardboard inserts) - this lot consists of the total contents of
the pallet, however the pallet & brown plastic crates are excluded
The contents of a crate of Rogz puppy harnesses
The contents of a crate of Rogz pet collars
The contents of a crate of Rogz pet collars & harnesses
The contents of a crate of Rogz pet harnesses
The contents of a crate of Rogz pet harnesses
The contents of a crate of Heartbreakers dog waste bags in compact gift packs
The contents of a crate of Rogz dog collars
The contents of a crate of Chomper Gladiator toys
The contents of a crate of Vitakraft Willow chews/throws plus treat bags & hay bales
The contents of a crate of Rogz collars & harnesses
Keter 3-in-1 animal bunk bed
Karlie large transport cage, 118 x 78 x 85cm
Curver Petlife Cozy pet bed, 54 x 54 x 19cm
Curver Petlife Cozy pet bed, 54 x 54 x 19cm
Curver Petlife Cozy pet bed, 54 x 54 x 19cm
Curver Petlife Cozy pet home, approx. 57.7 x 56.5 x 33cm
Curver Petlife Cozy pet home, approx. 57.7 x 56.5 x 33cm
Curver Petlife Cozy pet home, approx. 57.7 x 56.5 x 33cm
Curver Petlife Cozy pet home, approx. 57.7 x 56.5 x 33cm
Curver Petlife Cozy pet home, approx. 57.7 x 56.5 x 33cm
4 off Curver Petlife Cozy pet homes, approx. 57.7 x 56.5 x 33cm
4 off Curver Petlife Cozy pet homes, approx. 57.7 x 56.5 x 33cm
8 off Starlyf sofa covers, 128 x 190cm and 178 x 190cm
All bids are subject to the notes, terms and conditions within this catalogue
All quantities should be treated as approximate estimates
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The contents of a crate of assorted dog treats
The contents of a crate of assorted dog treats
Approximately 150 off pet ID holders
Approximately 150 off pet ID holders
Approximately 150 off pet ID holders
The contents of a crate of Vitakraft pet hair rollers, magic soap & other grooming related products
8 boxes each typically containing 7 Best Friend green cat food boxes
8 boxes each typically containing 7 Best Friend green cat food boxes
8 boxes each typically containing 7 Best Friend green cat food boxes
8 boxes each typically containing 7 Best Friend green cat food boxes
8 boxes each typically containing 7 Best Friend green cat food boxes
The contents of a crate of Boxby For Dogs sushi treats
The contents of a crate of Boxby For Dogs sushi treats
Large quantity of silver & gold finish letters & other related items for use in making personalised dog
collars
5 off 51 Degrees North green/fur 100 x 70cm travel blankets
5 off 51 Degrees North green/fur 100 x 70cm travel blankets
11 off Catsline Chaussette Four Factory bags
4 off Buster Aqua dog coats
3 off Buster Aqua dog coats
11 off 51 Degrees North grunge deer dusty yellow large 115 x 80cm dog mattresses
6 off 51 Degrees North big bag four dogs line 51 dusty yellow small dog mattresses 95 x 70cm
4 off 51 Degrees North 51 apple soft beds, juicy yellow, large, 70 x 55cm
10 off 51 Degrees North 51 apple box pillow dog mattresses in juicy yellow 100 x 70cm
7 off 51 Degrees North dusty yellow large dog mattresses - one being 115 x 80cm and 6 being 130 x
100cm
7 off 51 Degrees North 51 box pillow in dusty yellow, large, 115 x 80cm
6 off 51 Degrees North large assorted colour dog mattresses/pillows in assorted designs, all 115 x
80cm
5 off 51 Degrees North 51 box pillows, in light grey & yellow, size small, 80 x 60cm
15 off 51 Degrees North 51DN Air Force travel blankets, 100 x 70cm, in 3 different colour schemes
16 off 51 Degrees North 51DN Air Force travel blankets, 100 x 70cm, in 3 different colour schemes
16 off 51 Degrees North 51DN Air Force travel blankets, 100 x 70cm, in 3 different colour schemes
16 off 51 Degrees North 51DN Air Force travel blankets, 100 x 70cm, in 3 different colour schemes
16 off 51 Degrees North 51DN Air Force travel blankets, 100 x 70cm, in 3 different colour schemes
10 off 51 Degrees North 51 apple soft beds in juicy green, medium, 60 x 48cm
6 off 51 Degrees North 51 apple soft beds in juicy green, small, 50 x 40cm
4 off 51 Degrees North Air Force box pillows in several different designs, assorted large size
6 off assorted dog mattresses & cushions by 51 Degrees North & others
3 off 51 Degrees North vintage wings box pillows size small, 80 x 60cm
4 off 51 Degrees North big bag for dogs in brown earth, size small, 95 x 70cm
16 off 51 Degrees North 51DN Air Force travel blankets, 100 x 70cm, in 3 different colour schemes
16 off 51 Degrees North 51DN Air Force travel blankets, 100 x 70cm, in 3 different colour schemes
4 off 51 Degrees North 51 moustaches oval cushions green/fur size 110 x 70cm
4 off 51 Degrees North 51 moustaches oval cushions green/fur size 110 x 70cm
4 off 51 Degrees North big bag for dogs in assorted colour schemes
4 off 51 Degrees North big bag for dogs in assorted colour schemes
22 off 51 Degrees North assorted covers
21 off 51 Degrees North assorted covers
The contents of a pallet of assorted pet cushions & baskets by 51 Degrees North & other brands
7 off 51 Degrees North 51 apple soft beds in juicy red size small 50 x 40cm
3 off 51 Degrees North 51 apple cat donuts in juicy red size 60cm
The contents of a pallet consisting of approximately 33 Basic Line cushions for use in dog beds &
baskets
The contents of a pallet consisting of approximately 36 Surplus Collection cushions for use in dog beds
& baskets
All bids are subject to the notes, terms and conditions within this catalogue
All quantities should be treated as approximate estimates

1079 The contents of a pallet consisting of approximately 18 Basic Line cushions for use in dog beds &
baskets
1080 The contents of a pallet consisting of approximately 23 Surplus Collection cushions for use in dog beds
& baskets
1081 9 off 51 Degrees North 51 apple cat igloos in yellow, green & red colour schemes, 40 x 40 x 36cm

All bids are subject to the notes, terms and conditions within this catalogue
All quantities should be treated as approximate estimates

SPECIAL NOTICE

COLLECTIONS
IT IS DRAWN TO PURCHASER'S ATTENTION ELSEWHERE IN THIS CATALOGUE AND
ALSO ON SIGNS WITHIN OUR AUCTION ROOM THAT:"PURCHASERS BUY LOTS WHERE THEY LIE AND MUST BRING ANY NECESSARY
LABOUR, LIFTING TACKLE AND EQUIPMENT TO MOVE THEIR LOTS. PORTERING
STAFF ARE NOT AVAILABLE TO ASSIST ONLY TO SUPERVISE".

NOTWITHSTANDING THE ABOVE
Subject to availability we are prepared to assist collectors in the following
ways:1)

PALLETS - we will only allow collectors to remove our pallets if they bring with
them a similar number of empty pallets in exchange, or purchase them at £5 plus
V.A.T. each.

2)

PALLET TRUCKS/TROLLEYS - subject to availability - we will allow collectors
to use one of our hand operated pallet trucks or trolleys, providing they sign a
"waiver" form, and deposit £100 cash (refundable). This deposit will be refunded
when the pallet truck is returned in good order.

NB

As is made very clear, goods are sold where they lie. Allowing collectors to use
a pallet truck is strictly subject to availability (both of equipment and our own
labour), and we cannot guarantee such equipment and/or labour will be available.

*NO EXCEPTIONS*
All bids are subject to the notes, terms and conditions within this catalogue
All quantities should be treated as approximate estimates

ROBSON KAY ASSOCIATES LTD
General Terms and Conditions of Sale
1.

Agency
The Auctioneers act as agents only and they disclaim responsibility for default by either buyer or seller. The Auctioneers do not
guarantee the title of any lot or lots sold by them and will not be responsible for any defect in such title.

2.

The Buyer
The highest bidder acknowledged as such by the Auctioneers will be the buyer. If any dispute arises, the Auctioneers shall have
absolute discretion to settle the matter. The Auctioneers shall rule the bidding, and no bid shall be retracted. The Auctioneers
reserve the right to refuse any bid. The Auctioneers reserve the right to bid on behalf of the vendor for any lot (either with a reserve
or subject to the Auctioneers' discretion), and to withdraw, consolidate or divide any lot or lots.

3.

Ownership of Purchases
The ownership of the lot(s) purchased will not pass to the buyer until the buyer has paid the Auctioneers in full the total amount
due, and the Auctioneers have applied such payment to the lot. No lots may be removed until the total account for all the lots
purchased has been paid in full.

4.

Transfer of Risk
Notwithstanding the fact that ownership does not pass until the lots are paid for, each lot shall be held uninsured at the purchaser's
sole risk from the fall of the hammer, and shall be sold with all faults and imperfections, the Auctioneers not being responsible for
the correct description, genuineness or authenticity of any lot, and making no warranty whatsoever. The purchaser is deemed to
have inspected the lots and satisfied himself as to their condition. No responsibility is accepted for any loss of (or damage to) lots.

5.

Collection
Collections (which can only be made after ALL the lots purchased have been paid for in full) can be made at the times stated in the
auction catalogue only.
Purchasers buy lots where they lie and must bring any necessary labour, lifting tackle and equipment in order to remove their lot(s).
Where lots are fixed or connected in any way, the purchaser must have the removal/disconnection carried out by suitably
qualified/experienced personnel (with appropriate insurance cover). The purchaser is responsible for leaving the site safe and for
any damage to the premises and/or other lot(s).
It is the responsibility of the buyer and/or their carrier/driver to ensure that their loads do not contravene road, traffic or any other
regulations.
Lots not collected within the timescale stated in the catalogue will become subject to a storage charge of £5 per lot, per day (plus
VAT), or 5% of the hammer price (whichever is the higher). Late collections can only take place STRICTLY BY APPOINTMENT
(to fit in with our schedule), and such appointments may involve delays until we can accommodate said late collection, which will
increase the storage charges due by late collectors pro rata.
If a purchaser fails to comply with any of these "General Terms and Conditions of Sale", and/or any special (or additional) Terms
and Conditions relevant to the sale in question, and/or does not collect within the timescale stated in the catalogue, the Auctioneers
reserve the right to resell any such lot(s) by public or private sale without reserve and without notice to the purchaser. If upon
resale as foresaid a lower price is obtained for any lot than was obtained at the first sale, then any such shortfall will be a debt due
from the purchaser in default in the first sale. Irrespective of the price the Auctioneers receive on resale, the buyer will be
responsible for any and/all additional costs of the Auctioneers including storage at either £5.00 per lot per day, or 5% of the hammer
price per lot per day (whichever is the higher), advertising, handling, selling costs, insurance etc. Furthermore, the Auctioneers
reserve the ALTERNATIVE right to move lots outside the premises (at the buyer’s risk), if said lot/s are (in the Auctioneers’ opinion)
restricting the use of the auction room.

6.

Movement of Lots
The Auctioneers reserve the absolute right to move any lots which (in their sole opinion) are restricting the use of the auction
premises and/or inhibiting collectors and/or need to be moved to assist in other activities taking place on the premises. Movement
of assets in such circumstances is entirely at the purchaser’s risk, and the Auctioneers accept no responsibility or liability for any
loss or damage such as may be incurred during any such movement.

7.

Whether acting as agent on behalf of a named principal or acting as principal themselves, all bidders will be deemed to have the
authority for each bid made and will be held equally liable with their principal (where relevant) for all obligations and liabilities in
relation to the sale.
Users of the online bidding facility should ensure prior to registering that they have the authority to bind whatever entity they register
as, to the conditions of sale, that they are 18 years or over and that they keep their user ID and password safe and private from
any person other than those they are happy have equal authority to bid.

8.

Damage
If any damage is done to any lot or to the premises at the viewing or before, during or after a sale, such damage shall be made
good by the person committing such damage, principals being responsible for the actions of their servants, subcontractors and/or
any other persons in the premises on their behalf, such damage to be assessed by the Auctioneers. No cutting or welding
equipment may be used without the Auctioneers' express permission, in writing. No explosives may be used without the
Auctioneers' express permission in writing.

All bids are subject to the notes, terms and conditions within this catalogue
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9.

Descriptions
The lots are sold as they lie with all faults and errors of description or quantity or measurement (if any). The purchaser is deemed
to have inspected and approved the lots he buys, and if he buys without proper previous inspection, he shall be deemed to have
done so at his own risk. No guarantee is expressed or implied either by the vendor or the Auctioneers in the lots as to performance,
output, reliability, service, suitability for purpose, quantity, size or any other matter. No person within the Auctioneers' employment
has any authority to make or imply any representations, warranties or guarantees.
It is believed that the quantities, descriptions and measurements stated in the catalogue are correct, but the Auctioneers will not
be responsible for any error or mistake therein, and no purchaser shall make any objection thereto, or be entitled to any
compensation by reason of such error or mistake. Many of the goods catalogued are described by make, type, size, output, etc.
It should not however, be taken for granted that they are in their original manufactured condition, complete with all component
parts, and in working order, nor should it be taken for granted that vehicles, trailers and mechanical equipment can be put into
working order, or that vehicles and trailers are, or can be roadworthy. Goods which appear to be in their original wrapping and
unused may have incurred many years of shelf life. Lots may be new, used, soiled, damaged, broken or incomplete. In view of
their age or condition some goods may not comply with current safety legislation. Prospective purchasers are reminded that it
would be an offence under the Consumer Protection Act 1961 and the Consumer Safety Act 1978 for them to sell or supply goods
which do not comply with the current regulations made under either of those Acts. Prospective purchasers are also reminded that
sales by auction are not consumer sales for the purpose of the Unfair Contract Terms Acts, 1977.
WE RECOMMEND THAT PROSPECTIVE PURCHASERS SHOULD THEREFORE THOROUGHLY INSPECT THE GOODS IN
WHICH THEY ARE INTERESTED BEFORE BIDDING.
The lots are not sold by sample but if in any case a sample shall be displayed it shall be upon the understanding that this contract
shall contain no implied condition or warranty as to the quality or otherwise or that the lots are free from any defect rendering them
unmerchantable.
Mileages stated for vehicles are mileometer readings. The vendor does not necessarily know whether the mileometer reading is
accurate and shows the correct reading of the mileage of the vehicle. The purchaser should, therefore, treat the mileometer reading
as meaningless. Year of manufacture. - a civilian vehicle registration does not necessarily indicate the date of manufacture of the
vehicle, for example a government vehicle (if it is a government vehicle) may be operated over the earlier or any part of its working
life under a service registration number.

10.

Third Party Liability
Auction sites are potentially dangerous. Flammable, noxious, corrosive and pressurised substances are present, heavy equipment
is being operated, forklift trucks are in use, and electrical circuits may be live. Every person on the Auctioneers' premises at any
time should be deemed to be there at his own risk, and with Notice of the Condition of the premises and the method of arranging
the lots, etc. He/she shall have no claim against the Auctioneers in respect of any injury he/she may sustain or any accident which
may occur, prior to, during or after the sale, or at any other time on the Auctioneers' premises.
Visitors to the premises will indemnify the vendor and the Auctioneers against all suits, claims, demands and actions whatsoever
which the vendor may suffer in connection with that item.
Neither the vendor nor the Auctioneers recommend any other organisation or represent the competence of any other organisation's
representatives or advertising literature which is at or about the Auction Premises by reason of the fact that the vendor or
Auctioneers have allowed such representation or literature to be available or distributed at the Auction Premises.

11.

Additional Items
Anything which may be found in, under or near any lot which is not mentioned in the sale catalogue, the Auctioneers reserve for
the vendors. Any pallets, plastic crates, trolleys, tables, racks or display units used to display lots are excluded from the sale and
may not be removed from the premises.

12.

Provisional Bids / Reserves
Where the vendor has placed a reserve price upon a lot which is not reached when the lot is offered, then the Auctioneers will
inform the vendor of the highest bid made, and in the event that the highest bid or a later bid is acceptable by the vendor, then the
highest bidder will become the buyer of the lot, and be bound by the Conditions of Sale. The Auctioneers retain the right to place
a reserve on any lot (on the vendor’s behalf) at any time up to the fall of the hammer.
In the instance of online auctions, where at the time of bidding there is an indication that the reserve has not been met, we reserve
the right to drop the reserve to meet the price bid at any stage, including after bidding has closed, up to a maximum of 24 hours
after the last lot in the relevant auction has closed. In that instance, the highest bidder will be deemed the buyer and bound by the
conditions of sale.

13.

After Sales
Lots sold after the sale will be subject to all Conditions of Sale, applicable if the lots had been sold during the auction.

14.

Health and Safety Regulations
The Auctioneers and the vendor accept no responsibility whatsoever for any lot or lots sold which subsequently prove to contravene
the Health and Safety Regulations in force at the time of the sale.
To comply with section 6 (8) of the Health and Safety at Work 1974, purchasers undertake to comply with the guarding requirements
under regulation 15 - Sale or Hire of Machinery.

15.

Time
In respect of any and all of our Terms and Conditions and notes, time is of the essence - no exceptions will be made.
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16.

Software
All systems or media items sold in the sale are sold without software of any kind unless such software is specifically nominated
within the description of the system or media item.
The buyer shall remove immediately upon purchase of any hard disk or system containing a hard disk or any other media, all
programs including any operating systems to which the purchase of the said hard disk system or other media does not convey to
him/her licence to use such programs or operating systems.

17.

Indemnity
The buyer shall indemnify the Auctioneers and the vendor in any actions resulting from the buyer's failure to observe Clause 18
above.

18.

NO TRANSFER OF LOTS BY THE BUYER SHALL BE ALLOWED.

19.

Important Notice
Prospective purchasers are advised to read thoroughly and ensure they understand these Terms and Conditions and any
special/additional Terms in the catalogue. Bidders by the act of bidding, are accepting (and only doing so) upon our Terms and
Conditions of trading - if in doubt - DO NOT BID.

20.

Auctions / Tender / Private Treaty
The "Auctioneers" are Robson Kay Associates Ltd. These terms and conditions apply to any and all sales conducted by the
Auctioneers, whether they be Auctions, Tenders (formal or informal), Private Treaty or any other method of sale. They will be
supplemented by additional terms within the Auction/Tender catalogue. When selling by Tender or Private Treaty, the term
“Auctioneer” shall mean “Agent”, and the term “Auction” shall mean “Sale”.

21.

Random Searching of Vehicles
The Auctioneers shall have the right, if they so desire, without compensation to the purchaser, to search vehicles carrying Goods
before such vehicles leave the Auctioneers' premises, in order to check that the goods being removed correspond to the
Auctioneers' particulars. The right shall include the right to search the whole of the vehicle, and the right to require the vehicle to
be unloaded if this is necessary for the check to be made. If the vehicle collecting goods is not owned or hired by the purchaser,
the purchaser shall ensure the owner or hirer agrees to the exercise of this right by the Auctioneer. The Auctioneers’ "Premises"
includes the total site.

22.

Parking
Vehicles may be parked in the Auctioneers' carpark, but only at the owner's risk.

23.

Road Traffic Act Requirements
Purchasers are reminded that any vehicle or trailer sold in any sale may not be roadworthy, or may be of such design as will not,
without alteration, comply with the Acts and Regulations relating to its construction, equipment and use. It is generally an offence
to use on a road a motor vehicle or trailer which does not comply with these Acts and Regulations, and accordingly it is a condition
of the contract of sale that the purchaser shall in respect of each vehicle or trailer purchased by him undertake not to use it/them
or cause or permit its/their use on any road in Great Britain to which the Road Traffic Acts apply until it/they complies/comply in
every respect with the requirements of the Acts and Regulations relating to its/their construction, equipment and use, and
accordingly to make such arrangements for its/their transportation from the Auctioneers' Premises as may be necessary having
regard to its/their condition to ensure its/their lawful removal in accordance with my/our obligations under the Contract of Sale.

24.

Export of Goods
The sale of goods described in the catalogue shall not imply that Department of Trade and Industry Licences for export of goods
in their present or modified condition will be granted to the purchaser. The pursuit of any such licences is entirely a matter for the
purchaser.
Bidders intending to export their purchases should note that Robson Kay are not exporters, cannot provide advice on exporting,
cannot advise on import restrictions or requirements, and cannot provide ANY documentation to assist with exporting over and
above a purchase invoice.

25.

Lots
The Auctioneers shall be under no duty to either vendor or purchaser to make enquiries of any nature whatsoever as to the title of
any lots, or to disclose to the vendor, purchaser or any other person whosoever the result of any enquiry, such enquiry being made
entirely at the discretion of the Auctioneers.
Where any lot or lots sold are found to be subject to hire purchase or leasing agreement, the Auctioneers reserve the right to
discharge the existing liability to the finance company concerned remitting the balance, if any, to the vendor on receipt of a clearance
note from the finance company.

26.

Rescission By Vendor
In the event of the vendor after the sale not being able to give a good and sufficient title to or delivery of any lot or part thereof
before its removal, or if in the vendor's opinion the removal of any lot will endanger or permanently damage any building or other
property, the vendor may by written notice to the purchaser of such lot, delivered to him or his agent or sent by post to his place of
abode or business last known to the Auctioneers, rescind the sale of such lot and repay the purchaser any deposit or purchase
money paid in respect thereof.

27.

Variations
No member of staff is authorised to make any variations to these terms and conditions unless so authorised in writing by a Director.
Should any of the above terms be deemed to be invalid this shall not affect validity of all the remaining Terms and Conditions.
Revised April 2020
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SPECIAL NOTICE MISREPRESENTATION ACT 1967
This catalogue does not constitute any part of an offer or contract.
Prospective purchaser's attention is specifically drawn to the Terms and
Conditions within the catalogue. We would point out that all statements
contained in this catalogue as to the lots, are made without responsibility on the
part of the Auctioneers or the vendor. Any prospective purchaser must confirm
by inspection or otherwise the accuracy of any descriptions, quantities, etc.,
contained within this catalogue and no statements herein are to be relied upon
as statements or representations of fact. Neither the vendors nor the
Auctioneers, nor any person in the employ of either of them have any authority
to make or give any representation or warranty.
A SALE BY AUCTION IS NOT A CONSUMER SALE.
SALE OF GOODS ACT 1893 - SECTION 55 (7)
AND

UNFAIR CONTRACT TERMS ACT 1977 - SECTION 12 (2)

No vehicle is warranted or held out to be roadworthy, and no lot is warranted or
held out to be merchantable or safe for use or complying with statutory
requirements for use, display or movement.
Neither the Auctioneers nor the vendors, nor their servants and agents have
any authority to make any representations.

THE HEALTH AND SAFETY AT WORK ACT, 1974
The goods are not sold as articles for use at work, or at home, they are sold on
the understanding that the vendor does not represent them as being in a
condition which makes them suitable for use at work or home. Oil/gas fired,
electrical appliances, machinery, plant or equipment are sold as scrap or for
refurbishment only, and in their current condition are not necessarily compliant
with the requirements of the Health and Safety at Work Act 1974 and the
Consumer Protection Act 1987. All purchasers should understand that before
using the items at work or selling them on to the consumer for use, they must
undertake to refurbish the items and render them compliant with the
aforementioned acts.

WE RECOMMEND THAT ALL LOTS ARE INSTALLED BY A
SUITABLY QUALIFIED ENGINEER / ELECTRICIAN
OR APPROPRIATE SPECIALIST INSTALLER.
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